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Accountability in the Regulatory State

COLIN SCOTT*

Abstract

Accountability has long been both a key theme and a key problem in constitutional scholarship. The centrality of the accountability debates in contemporary political and legal discourse is a product of the difficulty of balancing the autonomy given to those exercising public power with appropriate control. The traditional mechanisms of accountability to Parliament and to the courts are problematic because in a complex administrative state, characterised by widespread delegation of discretion to actors located far from the centre of government, the conception of centralised responsibility upon which traditional accountability mechanisms are based is often fictional. The problems of accountability have been made manifest by the transformations wrought on public administration by the new public management (NPM) revolution which have further fragmented the public sector. In this article it is argued that if public lawyers are to be reconciled to these changes then it will be through recognising the potential for additional or extended mechanisms of accountability in supplementing or displacing traditional accountability functions. The article identifies and develops two such extended accountability models: interdependence and redundancy.

INTRODUCTION

The central problem of accountability arises from the delegation of authority to a wide range of public and some private actors, through legislation, contracts or other mechanisms. Debates over accountability have to grapple with the uncomfortable dilemma of how to give sufficient autonomy to these actors for them to be able to achieve their tasks, while at the same time ensuring an adequate degree of control. Trust in mechanisms of accountability is thus a central precondition for the legitimate delegation of authority. In light of this analysis the distinction sometimes drawn between accountability and control - control implying ex ante involvement in a
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decision, while accountability is restricted to *ex post* oversight[^3] - is not particularly helpful. This distinction, often found in public law accounts[^4], appears to neglect the observation that there is implicit in the capacity to call to account some element of control capacity[^5]. It seems better to see control and accountability as linked concepts[^6], operating on a continuum. If we were to redraw the distinction it might be in terms that *managerial* control refers to the right to *ex ante* involvement in decision making, while *accountability-based* control refers to *ex post* oversight.

Accountability has long been both a key objective and key problem for the constitutional law analysis of the British state[^7]. The ill-defined objectives lying behind the accountability concerns include the holding of public actors to the democratic will (through a concept of legality) and promoting fairness and rationality in administrative decision making. Central to this concern has been the concept of ministerial responsibility[^8]. The problem derives from an acknowledgement that traditional mechanisms of accountability within the British state are weak instruments for achieving these objectives, and the problem is perceived to grow in scale the more state authority is delegated.

Setting out an agenda for the reform of public law in Britain in the mid-1980s Martin Partington called on public lawyers to develop extended conceptions of accountability in order to be able to cope better with the transformation of the British state[^9]. Subsequently public lawyers have paid more attention to accountability mechanisms going beyond the parliament and the courts, including grievance-handling, audit and internal review[^10]. But such analysis has persisted in a linear and partial view of accountability, and been overtaken by the new challenges presented to public law by transformations in public administration associated with the New Public Management (NPM) revolution, ‘a strategy driven and fashioned almost entirely by a political-economic impetus and with virtually no legal or constitutional consciousness’[^11].

This article deploys a concept of ‘extended accountability’ to argue that the fragmentation of the public sector associated with public sector reforms, loosely
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referred to under the rubric of ‘the regulatory state’, has made more transparent the existing dense networks of accountability associated with both public and private actors concerned with the delivery of public services. Traditional accountability mechanisms are part, but only, part of these complex networks, which have the potential to ensure that service providers may be effectively required to account for their activities.

**DEFINING AND MAPPING ACCOUNTABILITY**

Accountability is the duty to give account for one’s actions to some other person or body. Normanton once offered a somewhat more expansive definition:

‘a liability to reveal, to explain, and to justify what one does; how one discharges responsibilities, financial or other, whose several origins may be political, constitutional, hierarchical or contractual.’\(^\text{12}\)

The concept of accountability has traditionally been drawn somewhat narrowly by public lawyers, to encompass the formal duties of public bodies to account for their actions to ministers, Parliament and to courts. Changes in accountability structures since the Second War have resulted in a recognition of some extended forms of accountability, as courts have been supplemented by a growing number of tribunals (for example in the immigration and social security domains) and new or revamped administrative agencies such as grievance-handlers and public audit institutions have played a greater role in calling public bodies to account.\(^\text{13}\) Simultaneously parliament has enhanced its capacity for holding ministers and officials to account through the development of select committee structures,\(^\text{14}\) in some cases linked to new oversight bodies such as the Parliamentary ombudsman and the National Audit Office.\(^\text{15}\)

It is helpful to keep distinct the three sets of accountability questions: ‘who is accountable?'; ‘to whom?'; and ‘for what?’ With the ‘who is accountable?’ question the courts have been willing to review all decisions involving the exercise of public power, even where exercised by bodies in private ownership.\(^\text{16}\) In the utilities sectors the exercise of public privileges, such as monopoly rights, by private companies carry with them responsibilities to account for their activities, both in domestic fora and EC law. In some instances, the receipt of public funds by private bodies renders
recipients liable to public accountability through audit mechanisms. Considerable attention has been paid to this issue in the literature, with a consensus for the view that simple distinctions between private actors (not publicly accountable) and public actors (subject to full public accountability) are thus not sustainable.

The ‘to whom?’ question has often been mingled with the ‘for what?’ question, for example in the distinction between legal accountability (to the courts in respect of the juridical values of fairness, rationality and legality) and political accountability (to ministers and to Parliament or other elected bodies such as local authorities and via these institutions ultimately to the electorate). Furthermore, while it might be helpful to think of ‘administrative accountability’ as accountability to administrative bodies such as grievance holders and auditors, in fact these mechanisms for accountability have conventionally been distinguished, with administrative accountability only indicating the former, while financial accountability is used for the latter.

Separating the ‘to whom?’ and ‘for what?’ we find three broad classes within each category. Thus accountability may be rendered to a higher authority (‘upwards accountability’) to a broadly parallel institution (‘horizontal accountability’) or to lower level institutions and groups (such as consumers) (‘downwards accountability’). The range of values for which accountability is rendered can be placed in three categories: economic values (including financial probity and value for money (VFM)); social and procedural values (such as fairness, equality and legality); continuity/security values (such as social cohesion, universal service and safety). Figure 1 sets out the possible configurations of the ‘to whom?’ and ‘for what?’ questions, producing nine possible pairs of co-ordinates.
Figure 1. Examples of Linkages Between Values and Accountability Institutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For What?</th>
<th>Economic Values</th>
<th>Social/Procedural Values</th>
<th>Continuity/Security Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To Whom?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Upwards’ Accountability</td>
<td>Of Departments to Treasury for Expenditure</td>
<td>Of Administrative Decision-Makers to Courts/Tribunals</td>
<td>Of Utility Companies to Regulators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘Horizontal Accountability’</td>
<td>Of Public Bodies to External and Internal Audit for probity and VFM</td>
<td>Review of Decisions by grievance-handlers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘Downwards’ Accountability</td>
<td>Of Utility Companies to Financial Markets</td>
<td>Of Public/Privatised Service Providers to Users</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The final remark to be made about traditional approaches to accountability mechanisms is that public lawyers almost universally regard them as inadequate.21 This dissatisfaction exists notwithstanding the remarkable expansion of accountability mechanisms applied to the UK public sector in recent years.22 It is rarely possible to discern how adequacy is actually being assessed. In its narrowest form, an adequate accountability system would ensure that all public bodies act in ways which correspond with the core juridical value of legality, and thus correspondence with the democratic will.23 Such a Diceyan conception of accountability, was already in severe difficulty within Dicey’s life time as discretionary authority was more widely dispersed with the growth of the welfare state. Even with the extension of juridical concerns to encompass rationality and fairness in decision making, and thus concerns to improve the quality of discretionary decisions,24 this narrow model is also very weak at holding public bodies to account for decisions which affect the collectivity, but have little bearing on the welfare of any individual.25 A broader approach might look for correspondence with a range of other values, such as value for money or openness. But such substantive tests of the
effectiveness of accountability mechanisms create difficulties of measurement and do not indicate any appropriate way to recognise the conflict between desired values which is inevitable within particular domains.

**Regulatory State Effects**

We are said to live in the age of the regulatory state. This refers to a shift in the style of governance away from the direct provision of public services, associated with the welfare state, and towards oversight of provision of public services by others.  

This shift is, in part, a response to the recognition that ‘total control’ models of state activity fail to deliver desired outcomes. The problem can be expressed in a number of ways: the limited capacity of central state institutions to know what is best provided by state intervention; the tendency of highly active states towards fiscal crisis; the risk that state actors will be diverted from pursuit of public interest outcomes to the exercise of public power for the pursuit of narrower private interests; and the limited capacity of the instruments of state activity (and notably law) to effect change in social and economic systems.

The response to these disparate concerns has been a withdrawal of central state institutions from much ‘operational’ activity (a trend mirrored in local government, and to a lesser extent in other public institutions such as the National Health Service), with the reservation to the centre of certain policy tasks, and a marked expansion in central oversight mechanisms. In Osborne and Gaebler’s phrase this is a shift from rowing to steering. Figure 2 identifies the main characteristics of regulatory state governance and offers examples.
The most obvious and fundamental feature of regulatory state governance is fragmentation of responsibility for provision and oversight of public services such as prisons and telecommunications. With prisons the welfare state model was reflected by the monolithic structure of the Prisons Department within the Home Office, responsible not only for its main tasks of containing and rehabilitating prisoners, but also the inspection and grievance handling functions over its own service. Fragmentation of the UK prisons sector has taken a number of forms. First, there has been in 1993 a separation within the Home Office of responsibility for policy (which is reserved to Ministers and their rump civil servants in Queen Anne’s Gate) and responsibility for operational matters which has been delegated, via a ‘framework document’, to the Prison Service, legally still part of the Home Office, but located separately and with its own chief executive. Second, there has been a policy of contracting out the operation of prisons by a variety of mechanisms to private companies under legislation passed in 1991. Additionally the inspection function was separated from the Prisons Department in 1981, though maintained within the
Home Office, and a separate grievance-handling mechanism (the Prisons Ombudsman) established in 1993.

A different form of fragmentation has occurred in the telecoms sector. Within the welfare state model the key actors responsible were the Minister and a public corporation, British Telecom, the Board of which was appointed by and answerable directly to the Minister. The Minister was accountable in the legal, financial, political and administrative senses noted above (Figure 3, left hand side). Fragmentation in telecoms is a product of policies of privatization of BT (1984), re-regulation of the sector through the creation of a semi-independent regulator, OFTEL (1984), and liberalization, under which many new firms have entered the market, particularly since 1992.³⁴

Some public lawyers suggest that the transparency and need for specification of service standards associated with such innovations as creation of executive agencies and contracting out may ‘sharpen accountability by defining goals, setting targets and monitoring performance.’³⁵ Such sharpened accountability may support traditional parliamentary oversight, but is more likely to enhance accountability to
other, intermediate institutions. Furthermore it seems clear that fragmentation is more a cause of concern than satisfaction both to public lawyers and to labour lawyers.\textsuperscript{36} The role of traditional accountability mechanisms appears to be diminished, it is no longer clear who is accountable and there are problems with tracing the accountability linkages to the organizations who do the holding to account.\textsuperscript{37}

Returning to the telecommunications example, privatization of BT removed it from the sphere of the orthodox mechanisms of Parliamentary, legal, administrative and financial accountability, apparently replacing these mechanisms with accountability to a regulatory agency for compliance with licence conditions (Figure 3, right hand side). The new regulator, OFTEL is subject to traditional mechanisms of legal, financial and administrative accountability and additionally has to present an Annual Report to the minister,\textsuperscript{38} and refer its proposals on modifying licence conditions to a third party, the Monopolies and Mergers Commission (MMC\textsuperscript{39}) if the licensee does not consent to them.\textsuperscript{40}

With prisons the extent of accountability of the minister and the chief executive is blurred.\textsuperscript{41} Under the last Conservative administration ministers required the Chief Executive of the Prison Service to answer parliamentary questions about prisons where they were deemed to relate to ‘operational matters’\textsuperscript{42} causing considerable frustration to Parliamentarians who felt unable to pin responsibility on anyone. The Labour Government elected in 1997 relocated responsibility for answering such questions with the minister.

Contracting out raises similar issues for advocates of traditional accountability models.\textsuperscript{43} With prisons neither the directors of contracted-out prisons nor the chief executives of the companies employing them are directly accountable to Parliament (though this is true for Governors of publicly operated prisons too), though they are subject to each of the conventional forms of legal, financial and administrative accountability mechanisms for the public sector. We return to the analysis of the prisons and telecommunications sectors in the next section of this article, to show how the (inadequate and possibly diminishing) traditional accountability mechanisms
are being supplemented by new forms which enable us to conceive of an ‘extended accountability’ applying to actors within these policy domains.

**Extended Accountability**

The fragmentation of responsibility and accountability associated with the regulatory state has brought with it important new developments in all three of the dimensions of accountability discussed earlier (who? for what? to whom?). Indeed, extending accountability (of various forms) to actors previously immune, extending the range of values accounted for, and introducing new and more formal bodies for calling to account are central, instrumental features of regulatory governance. If we think of traditional accountability as encompassing the ‘upwards’ mechanisms of accountability to ministers, parliament and courts, with some recognition of the more formal horizontal mechanisms (such as grievance-handlers and auditors) then it is possible to conceive of a concept of ‘extended accountability’ within which traditional accountability is only part of a cluster of mechanisms through which public bodies are in fact held to account.\(^{44}\)

We need to be clear that the extended accountability structures identified in this article, while they do not correspond to a traditional public law model, equally are not simply the product of an alternative neo-liberal model.\(^{45}\) To be sure, the neo-liberal model of accountability through market mechanisms has been important. We need only think of the creation of internal markets (for example in the National Health Service), the changes to accountability for local service provision through the introduction of Compulsory Competitive Tendering (CCT),\(^{46}\) encouraging users to hold service providers to account through league tables and enforceable quality standards, and the introduction of capital market disciplines through privatization. Such market or ‘downwards accountability’ structures are often characterised by a lack of distinctive normative content, effectively leaving the ‘for what?’ question to be filled in by the ‘discovery procedure’ of competition.\(^{47}\) But the development of ‘downwards accountability’ mechanisms has not displaced the more traditional accountability mechanisms described above.\(^{48}\) Market accountability forms have frequently been laid over hierarchical structures.\(^{49}\) The investigation of any particular
policy domain reveals complex structures of extended accountability, best characterised as hybrid in character.\textsuperscript{50}

The extended mechanisms of accountability in the regulatory state are not linear in the way anticipated either by the public law literature\textsuperscript{51} or neo-liberal prescription.\textsuperscript{52} Rather they are premised on the existence of complex networks of accountability and functional equivalents within the British state structure.\textsuperscript{53} Close exploration of the structures of extended accountability in the UK reveals at least two different models which have developed which feature overlapping and fuzzy responsibility and accountability: interdependence and redundancy. No domain is likely to precisely correspond to one or other of these models. There are likely to be elements of both identifiable in many policy domains, but for reasons of clarity the examples used in the following sections are presented in somewhat simplified and ideal-type form.

a. Interdependence

The identification and mapping out of relationships of interdependence within policy domains has been one of the key contributions of the recent pluralist literature in public policy.\textsuperscript{54} The identification of interdependence has important implications for accountability structures. Interdependence provides a model of accountability in which the formal parliamentary, judicial and administrative methods of traditional accountability are supplemented by an extended accountability. Interdependent actors are dependent on each other in their actions because of the dispersal of key resources of authority (formal and informal), information, expertise and capacity to bestow legitimacy such that each of the principal actors has constantly to account for at least some of its actions to others within the space, as a precondition to action.\textsuperscript{55} The executive generally, and the Treasury in particular has long had a central role in calling public bodies to account over a range of values, in a way that is often less transparent in the case of the more dignified, but arguably less efficient parliamentary mechanisms of accountability.\textsuperscript{56} But these less formal and more hidden accountability mechanisms extend well beyond the capacities of central government, extending potentially to any actors, public or private, within a domain with the practical capacity to make another actor, public or private, account for its actions. Within the pluralist political science literature this conception is sometimes
referred to as ‘constituency relations’ or ‘mutual accountability’. Indeed it maybe that the simple monolithic structures presented as the welfare state model are too simple, that they disguise intricate internal and opaque webs of control and accountability that are functionally equivalent to the new instruments of the regulatory state, but are less formal and transparent. Among the more obvious examples were the consumer committees established for the Nationalized Industries with a brief to hold those public corporations to account from a collective consumer viewpoint.

**Figure 4. Accountability for Provision of Telecoms Services 2. Interdependence Model**
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This model is exemplified by the UK telecommunications sector (figure 4). Figure 4 shows that though BT is subject to diminished upwards accountability to parliament and courts (noted above), it has a new forms of accountability in each dimension – upwards to a new regulator, horizontally to the mechanisms of corporate governance and downwards to shareholders (and possibly also the market for corporate control) and users. The financial markets arguably provide a more rigorous form of financial
accountability than applies to public bodies because there are so many individual and institutional actors with a stake in scrutinising BT’s financial performance. The accountability of BT to the regulator, OFTEL, is also more focussed, in the sense that OFTEL has a considerable stake in getting its regulatory scrutiny right, being itself scrutinised closely by BT, by other licensees and by ministers, in additional to the more traditional scrutiny by the courts and by public audit institutions. OFTEL’s quest for legitimacy has caused it to develop novel consultative procedures, and to publish a very wide range of documents on such matters as competition investigations and enforcement practices. Each of these other actors has powers or capacities which constrain the capacities of the others and require a day-to-day accounting for actions, more intense in character than the accountability typically applied within traditional upwards accountability mechanisms. This form of accountability, premised upon interdependence, is not linear, but more like a servo-mechanism holding the regime in a broadly acceptable place through the opposing tensions and forces generated. Such a model creates the potential to use the shifting of balances in order to change the way the model works in any particular case.

b. Redundancy

A second extended accountability model is that of redundancy, in which overlapping (and ostensibly superfluous) accountability mechanisms reduce the centrality of any one of them. In common parlance redundancy is represented by the ‘belt and braces; approach, within which two independent mechanisms are deployed to ensure the system does not fail, both of which are capable of working on their own. Where one fails the other will still prevent disaster. Redundancy in failsafe mechanisms is a common characteristic of public sector activities generally, and can be threatened by privatization. Equally explicit concern about risks associated with change may cause redundancy to be built in to oversight structures. Redundancy can be an unintended effect of certain institutional configurations. In practice examples of redundancy in accountability regimes appear to be a product of a mixture of design and contingency.

There are at least two forms to the redundancy model: traditional and multi-level governance. The traditional redundancy model is exemplified by the accountability
mechanisms for contracted-out prisons in the UK (figure 5).\textsuperscript{65} Directors of contracted-out prisons are subject to all the forms of accountability directed at publicly operated prisons: upwards (legal (to the courts); financial (to the National Audit Office)); and horizontal (to the Prisons Inspectorate, the Prisons Ombudsman and Prison Visitors). But, contracted-out prisons are additionally subject to a further form of horizontal accountability with a requirement to account, day-to-day to an on-site regulator (called a Controller), appointed by the Prison Service to monitor compliance with contract specification. Unusually within the prisons sector controllers wield the capacity to levy formal sanctions for breach of contract. Some commentators have suggested that there is a structural risk with on-site regulators of capture by the director, in the sense of controllers over-identifying with the needs and limits to the capacities of those they are supposed to regulate.\textsuperscript{66} However with the redundancy model of accountability were such capture to occur it would likely be identified by one or more of the others holding the director to account.\textsuperscript{67}

The multi-level governance accountability model is exemplified by the mechanisms for accounting for expenditures made under jointly funded national and European Union expenditure programmes, notably under the European Structural
Funds. Redundancy is built into the accountability mechanisms deliberately by EU decision makers, by requiring joint funding, and therefore ensuring that both domestic and EU audit institutions necessarily take an interest in single expenditure programmes within member states.\(^6^8\) It will be seen from Figure 4 that there is a redundancy element to the UK telecommunications regime because of the involvement of the EC institutions in the oversight of EC competition policy. Infringements of competition rules are potentially actionable under both UK and EC regimes. The element of redundancy is likely to be enhanced as UK competition rules are aligned with those of the EC by the Competition Act 1998, and competition and utilities regulators exercise concurrent jurisdiction.\(^6^9\)

The multi-level governance redundancy model of extended accountability is likely to see further development in the UK arising out the devolution of considerable powers to a new Scottish Parliament and Northern Irish and Welsh Assemblies. In each of these jurisdictions new executives and parliamentary/assembly committees have the potential to develop and reinvent the parliamentary oversight already exercised over UK-wide or multi-jurisdiction public functions.\(^7^0\)

**Harnessing Extended Accountability and Balancing its Normative Content**

The two extended models of accountability identified in this article operate not in the linear fashion advocated by public lawyers, in which particular institutions hold service providers to account for particular values. Rather the various accountability networks which operate uniquely within each policy domain have the character of a complex system of checks and balances in which particular forms of behaviour are inhibited or encouraged by the overall balance in the system at any particular time. In practice it is possible to see numerous examples of ‘opposed maximizers’ holding one another in check and how changes in one aspect of an accountability regime affects the overall balance.\(^7^1\) This analysis does not judge whether the outcomes in any particular system at any particular time in terms of accountability are negative or positive, but rather offers a frame within which the mechanisms of accountability may be examined, and some idea as to how strategic interventions, through shifting of balances, might be made in order to correct a system which is malfunctioning (in terms of a failure to secure effective accountability).
Law is an important aspect of shifting balances in both the telecommunications and prisons sectors. The utilities regimes established on privatization have long been criticised for the inadequacy of their accountability mechanisms.\textsuperscript{72} Liberalization in telecommunications tended to reduce the consensual nature of regulatory relations and has promoted increased incidences of judicial review and other litigation. The threat of judicial review, considered on its own, might be expected to act as a significant constraint on a regulator like OFTEL, and certainly there is evidence of such a constraining influence, found particularly in the way that major decision processes are built up with a clear eye on being able subsequently to demonstrate the fairness, rationality and legality of such procedures, and in some instances with frequent trips to counsel to seek opinions on how to draft policies in such a way as to be ‘judge-proof’.\textsuperscript{73} But considered in the round judicial review actions may reduce the power of others to hold OFTEL to account. Where BT uses its resources to challenge OFTEL by judicial review, this may reduce the capacity of other firms to hold OFTEL to account for its actions, as judicial review is seen to trump more immediate policy considerations. Other public bodies also may find that judicial review, paradoxically (and contrary to conventional administrative law wisdom), trumps policy. Following an unsuccessful action by BT to judicially review OFTEL’s decision to introduce new controls on anti-competitive conduct the Director General of Telecommunications was able to see off the Public Accounts Committee’s criticism of the licence modification that it would give him powers ‘to become prosecutor, judge and jury’ by pointing out:

‘The people who matter, the judges, have denied all of that, so it is not a matter of what I think or what the Daily Telegraph thinks, it is a matter of what the courts of the land have decided about what the Telecommunications Act means, how I should exercise the discretion and how I should pursue my duties under that Act. That issue is now resolved, and I hope that some of that language that you quote will go away.’\textsuperscript{74}

Balances of accountability are shifting in telecommunications in other ways. Accountability to consumers is likely to be enhanced through the creation of a separate Telecommunications Consumer Council.\textsuperscript{75} Arguably the more robust public oversight by ministers of the conduct of regulation by regulators enhances the
accountability of such regulators to ministers. Since the election of the Labour Government in 1997, the first Rail Regulator has been the subject matter of a number of public warnings in the media that the Secretary of State expected him to take a tougher line, and the Director General of the National Lottery was first publicly warned and then removed by the minister. Such unprecedented incidents must affect the perceptions of each of the utilities regulators of the accountability they owe to ministers. The precise effect of such interventions on the overall accountability network remains to be seen.

With prisons the development of litigation strategies has been both supportive of and supported by the work of the prisons humanity regulators, and notably the inspectorate and the ombudsman, the regulators providing better information which may be used in litigation, litigation providing more robust definitions of appropriate norms relating to the treatment of individual prisoners. The contracting out process too has had marked effects not only on the accountability of the contracted-out prisons themselves, but also on the normative structure of oversight for prisons remaining subject to public operation. The more precise specification of standards associated with contracting out has spilled over into public prisons, giving a somewhat more precise normative structure for those involved in calling prisons to account, while at the same time creating the potential for a form of ‘yardstick competition’ as bodies like the National Audit Office can directly compare the performance of comparable contracted-out and public prisons.

The challenge for public lawyers is to know when, where and how to make appropriate strategic interventions in complex accountability networks to secure appropriate normative structures and outcomes. What I have in mind here is something like process of ‘collibration’ described by Andrew Dunsire. Dunsire sees collibration as a stratagem common to a wide variety of processes by which balances are shifted to change the nature of the way that control systems (such as accountability mechanisms) work. Such interventions may be applied to any of the three accountability parameters: who is accountable? for what? to whom? This offers the possibility of meeting Martin Loughlin’s challenge for public law to ‘adopt as its principal focus the examination of the manner in which the normative structures of law can contribute to the guidance, control and evaluation in government. The
value of such changes may lie not directly in the development of a single accountability mechanism, but rather in the effects on the overall balance within the regime. The logic of the argument presented here is that conflict and tension are inevitable within the complex accountability webs within any particular domain, and that the objective should not be to iron out conflict, but to exploit it to hold regimes in appropriate tension.

To take an example, within a redundancy model of accountability for contracted-out prisons, how do we ensure proper accountability for the range of values, such as humanity, efficiency and security which might be deemed appropriate desiderata for a prisons regime. The orthodox answer would be to say that we have an inspector with a specific mandate to check on the humanity of prison regimes, and auditors to assess efficiency, and security people overseeing security. But this is only a partial answer. Within the redundancy model we have other mechanisms which directly or indirectly check on each of these values – the controller, company management, the prisons ombudsman, the European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and the courts. These mechanisms are in tension with another, in the sense of having different concerns, powers, procedures and culture, which generate competing agendas and capacities. Within contracted-prisons corporate governance structures will hold directors to account for the expenditure of money, so that within an efficient redundancy system enough money but no more than is necessary to provide a humane regime will be spent. We might expect periodically that value for money norms or security norms might inhibit the achievement of humanity norms. The solution would not necessarily be to crank up the humanity regime, but rather to apply techniques of selective inhibition to the other norm structures so that their pull on the overall system was diminished somewhat. This might, for example, be through changing financial incentives or oversight structures, or through enhancing access of prisoners to grievance-handlers or judicial review.

There are some rather obvious problems with relying on dense webs of accountability or functional equivalents to secure the achievement of key public law objectives in respect of governance regimes. Chief among these is a marked lack of transparency in the traditional informal arrangements of government, and in many of
the new mechanisms such as contracting out, and a lack of scope for broad participation in decision making.

As with other values over which accountability is sought, there have been marked changes in respect of transparency accountability. As noted above, NPM reforms of the UK public sector have increased transparency in some aspects of public service provision, such as quality and value for money. But for the public lawyer the difficulty lies in securing an overview of any policy domain, rather than a perspective on one set of values. NPM reforms, because they fragment responsibility, may threaten this general transparency. The Freedom of Information Bill introduced by the Labour Government will make changes in all three facets of accountability for transparency, extending requirements to submit to the openness regime to various private actors, creating accountability for openness to a new Commissioner (who will take over the responsibility for overseeing the Code of Practice on Open Government currently exercised by the Parliamentary Ombudsman), and redefining the normative content with new rules on what information must be made available to the public. But this accountability mechanism does not have a monopoly even over the accountability for openness. Openness is likely to be an important value, to a lesser or greater extent, in the existing formal and informal accountability mechanisms which involve parliament, ministers, agencies, courts, tribunals, auditors, etc. The new regime is likely to bring changes to each of these other parts of the accountability structure, quite possibly shifting the balance towards openness values, and bolstering the requirements to account for openness in all parts of the domain. We may note however that one of the central mechanisms of accountability affecting agencies and non-departmental bodies, the informal influence of ministers (with ‘lunch-table directives’), is unlikely to be touched by the new openness regime.

Other values are also being pursued by the Labour government with renewed vigour. The Cabinet Office is both encouraging and policing the development of participatory structures for standard setting within the Service First programme (which replaces the Citizen’s Charter programme) and has introduced a new co-ordination principle (‘joined-up government’) which is intended both to improve the co-ordination of policy across departments and to reduce the transaction costs for
citizens dealing with the state. Again, the effects of these interventions are not clearly predictable and public lawyers will want to monitor and evaluate them for the their effects in shifting the normative balance within particular domains.

CONCLUSIONS

The transformation of public administration in the UK has made more transparent the dense networks of accountability within which public power is exercised. The constitutional significance of this observation is to suggest that there is a potential to harness these networks for the purposes of achieving effective accountability or control, even as public power continues to be exercised in more fragmented ways. Outstanding questions for this analysis are whether there are other models of accountability in the regulatory state not captured by the interdependence and redundancy models, and whether it is possible to capture the complete set within an overall theory of extended accountability? Areas requiring further exploration are the role of voluntary organisations (such as prisons campaigners and consumer groups) and the media in rendering public and quasi-public bodies accountable.

Each of the two models of extended accountability discussed in this article presents difficulties for public lawyers and more generally. Neither model is directly ‘programmable’ with the public law norms (fairness, legality, rationality, etc). Interventions to secure appropriate normative outcomes must necessarily be indirect and unpredictable in their effects. The interdependence model carries with it the risk that special interests, such as those of a particular firm or group of firms, may capture the regime through their overall weighting of power within it. The redundancy model presents particular problems. If redundancy per se is a good characteristic for an accountability regime it is difficult to calculate how much redundancy is sufficient and how to know when an additional layer of accountability is inefficient and to be removed. Equally, there is also the risk within a redundancy model of simultaneous failure of different parts of the system for the same reason. Where, for example, information is successfully hidden from more than one part of the accountability network there is a risk of complete failure in respect of the matters for which that information is relevant.
Close observation of the structures of accountability in the regulatory state suggests that the public lawyers concerns, premised upon an over-formal conception of accountability, if not unfounded are then neglectful of the complex webs of extended accountability which spring up in practice. Indeed these extended accountability mechanisms already evidence a capacity to hold not only public but also private actors accountable for the exercise of power which is broadly public in character. Whilst not agreeing with Wilks and Freeman that it is possible to conceive of the accountability of a regulatory regime, it is nevertheless helpful to think in terms of the aggregate accountability of each of the actors exercising power within a regime.
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